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the "foundations of information theory," Dr. Meyer-Eppler has chosen to present 
the concepts in outline rather than in depth. 
The mathematical pparatus i  not justified and proofs are either sketched or 
not presented. For example, the work on coding for error correction is largely 
omitted and the noisy channel coding theorem is mentioned in passing. 
The last five chapters--somewhat more than half the book--are closer to the 
author's interest. Chapter VII, The Sense Organs as Information Detectors, is a 
discussion of the psychological properties of vision and sound. Chapter VII I ,  
Signals and Signs, and Chapter IX, Acoustical and Optical Valence Classes as Sign 
Carriers, treat more complex human behavior, visual perception, including color 
vision, tone perception, and speech perception. Chapter X, Form Structures and 
Constructions, continues the presentation of speech perception, phonology, and 
syntactic structure of language. Chapter XI, Distorted Linguistic Communication, 
completes the discussion of the perception of language. 
Throughout the book an attempt is made to describe the work in the formalism 
and using the definitions of information theory. It is not clear, however, whether 
this usage contributes to the subject matter substantively, aside from being an 
economical way of presenting certain of the data. 
It is the particular merit of "Foundations and Applications of Information 
Theory" that it combines in one place, summaries of very many problems in 
human communication. The literature in this field is scattered among a myriad 
of publications. Dr. Meyer-Eppler's book will make it possible for an engineer, 
for example, to find access to the psychological nd linguistic papers in this field, 
a task which he would find much more difficult otherwise. It will also introduce 
to the specialist in information theory (American version) a host of interesting 
problems that he might otherwise be unaware of. It is the personal prejudice of 
this reviewer that broadening the scope of "information theory" will profit both 
the communications engineer and the field in which he works. 
MURRAY EDEN 
Dept. of Electrical Engineering 
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology 
Cambridge, Mass. 
The Theory of Optimum Noise Immunity.  By V. A. KOTEL'NI~:OV. (Trans- 
lated from the Russian by R. A. Silverman.) McGraw Hill, New York, 1960. 
140 pp. $7.50. 
In 1956, a thin book entitled "The Theory of Potential Noise Immunity" was 
published in Moscow. Until that time, few if any scientists outside the Soviet 
Union were aware of the fact that in 1947 a Soviet communication e gineer, V. A. 
Kotel'nikov, had written a doctoral dissertation in which he anticipated by 
several years some of the major Western contributions to statistical communica- 
tion theory. The book under review is essentially a verbatim translation of "The 
Theory of Potential Noise Immunity," which in turn is a reprint in book form of 
Kotel'nikov's doctoral dissertation. The English translation, which incidentally 
is excellent in quality, makes the remarkable work of Kotel'nikov accessible for 
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the first t ime to all those who could not obtain a copy of the Russian text or could 
not overcome the language barrier. 
What  does the author mean by the term "potent ia l  noise immuni ty"?  Es- 
sential ly, i t  has to do with the performance against noise of an ideal or optimal 
system, which can be used as a standard of comparison for assessing the perform- 
ance of an actual system. To measure the performance of a system, the author 
generally uses the probabi l i ty of correct reception. In Some cases, however, he 
uses other measures, such as the mean-square rror or the decrease in mean- 
square deviation. 
The author 's  exposition follows a well-defined pattern.  Thus, he usually starts 
with a discussion of an abstract  model of a communication system, obtains general 
results pertaining to the opt imum performance of the model against f luctuation 
noise, and closes the analysis by applying the general formulas to various practical 
types of communicat ion systems and compares their performance to that  of the 
opt imum system. 
Tbe first three chapters are introductory in nature. In Chapter 4, the author 
considers a model in which the message space consists of two known signals As(t) 
and A2(t), chosen with respective probabil it ies p(A~) and p(A~). The received 
signal is of the form X(t) = A~(t) + W~,~ (t) (i = 1, 2), where {W~, ~ (t)} is a band- 
l imited f luctuation oise of known intensity in the range ~/T to v/T cps, T being 
the length of the interval  over which As(t) and A.~(t) are defined. A receiver is 
said to be ideal if i t  minimizes the probabi l i ty of incorrect recognition of the trans-  
mit ted signal. The author shows that,  given X, an ideal receiver produces at  its 
output  that  A~ which maximizes the conditional probabi l i ty p(A~ I X).  This 
condit ion is expressed in terms of the distances between X and A~ and X and 
A2, and leads to the minimum-distance principle of reception when p(A1) --- 
p(A~). As special instances of such receivers, the author considers so-called 
passive communicat ion systems in which A~(t) ~ O, systems employing syn- 
chronous detection, and systems with frequency shift keying. The results obtained 
in this chapter are extended in Chapter 5 to the case where the message space 
consists of m (m > 1) signals Al(t), .- .  , A,~(t). 
The rest of the book is concerned in the main with the general case in which 
the message space is an ensemble of signals of the form {A(X, t)}, where A0,, t) 
is a known function of t for each )~ in a finite interval,  say [ -1 ,  I], and ), is uni- 
formly distr ibuted over this interval.  The ideal receiver is defined as one which 
yields the a posteriori most probable value of ~, or, equivalently, as that  receiver 
which minimizes the distance between the received signal and A (k, t). Properties 
of such receivers are studied in detail  for the cases of weak and strong noise, and 
several basic types of practical communication systems are analyzed from the 
point of view of their  efficiency in relation to the ideal receiver. Here the author 
obtains a number of significant results which were published subsequently by 
Woodward and Davies, and others. A s tatement  of tbe sampling theorem in a 
form somewhat more general than that  given by Shannon appears in Chapter  i1. 
Most of the principal results in this book are of historical interest oday. How- 
ever, there are many conclusions concerning the performance of various practical 
types of communication systems that  have not appeared in the Western l i terature 
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to this date. Indeed, Kotel 'n ikov's  dissertat ion was so far ahead of its t ime in 
1947, that  fourteen years later one still finds much in it that  is fresh and novel. 
All in all, i t  is a remarkable piece of work. 
L. A. Z~D~H 
Dept. of Electrical Engineering 
University of California 
Berkeley 4, Calif 
